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Referee comment on "Observations of biogenic volatile organic compounds over a mixed
temperate forest during the summer to autumn transition" by Michael P. Vermeuel et al.,
EGUsphere, https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2022-1015-RC1, 2022

The manuscript by Vermeuel et al. presents an interesting BVOC dataset wherein the
emission and mixing ratios of monoterpenes and its oxidation products are enhanced from
the onset of senescence/abscission. They also have coupled a Vocus-PTR-MS with GC to
speciate and confirm the identity of different isomers/compounds presented in the
manuscript. I think this is one of the first EC measurements using the Vocus PTR-MS and
would recommend publishing this manuscript after some issues that I noted are
addressed.

“Specific comments”: The manuscript is comprehensive but lacks details on the
instrumental and measurement setup of the experiment along with some other issues.

Length of main sampling line is not mentioned. The operation pressure and field
strength inside the ion source of the instruments would be of interest for users who
would use the instrument for similar EC studies. Include these in Section 2.1.3.
There is mention of calibration every 4 hours but no mention of instrument zeros.
Where there zero measurements done routinely (more frequently) for the setup and
subtracted from measurements?
If zeros were done, didn’t the zero subtraction help with isoprene correction? In Fig 2,
isoprene mixing ratios after correction (from aldehyde contribution) is negative. How
did the RT-Vocus aldehydes signal behave? Where the signal always present during
measurements like in GC-Vocus or did it have any pattern? The clarification for the
above comment would be helpful here. The correction of isoprene (line 349-350) could
be better written as an equation.
What % of dataset passed the EC quality criteria? Was integral turbulence
characteristics test not done?
MEGAN v2.1 emission factors (ε) are standardized also for a LAI of 5 along with T and
PAR (pg 3183 Guenther et al. 2006). Eq 2 and 3 must include LAI: more importantly
here since the satellite LAI decreased rapidly from 4 to 0.8. This is also needed if you
want to compare the ε that you obtain with MEGAN ε later in section 4.1. Since the MT
emission enhancements go opposite to LAI, your results would be more imperative. I



suggest redoing the parametrizations including LAI. There are python, MATLAB and
excel MEGAN versions for a single measurement site for more straightforward
comparisons. How is ρ, the loss factor within canopy calculated?
Line 425 says footprints overlap but source area is shifted. But a flux footprint plot is
missing. Since the forest is not homogeneous it would be good to show if the footprint
has not changed drastically before and after 21st September. Are there more high MT
emitters in southwest?
The GC results obtained here are very interesting but can take off attention from the
main results. I suggest moving Section 3.2 to SI.
Did you observe any vertical flux for DMS? Jardine et al., 2015 has seen similar mixing
ratios like Brown et al., 2015 but have also reported emissions from trees and
concluded that the emissions could be from both soil and plants. Recent studies have
also shown trees to be a source of DMS (Vettikkat et al. 2020). How did you conclude
the DMS observed cannot be from trees?
Flux plots are crowded with error bars. Change the plot with shaded error bands for
better readability. Also edit color palette of plots according to color blindness
guidelines.
Abstract could be edited to highlight the main findings as given in the conclusions.

“Technical comments.”

Line 230: fx(t) is only defined in SI.
Line 326: ‘higher’ instead of ‘high’
Line 480: Check if it is RIfit or RIobs
Line 491: Fig 6c should be Fig 6b
Line 521: Fig 6b should be Fig 6c
Line 673: make the D in caption small: Use parathesis (d)) to reduce confusion.
Line 700: Fig 8g should be Fig 9g
Table S2 & S3: alphas and betas missing
Table S3: Most headers missing
Table S4 caption and title has text missing
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